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Defining what the teacher wants.

• Students wonder what teachers are looking for in an “A” paper. 

• Take the mystery out of what a “good” writing looks like by showing students high-quality anchor papers— 
authentic writing samples by real students. 

Incorporating anchor papers into a writing unit.

• Show students an anchor paper before they write. This way the students have a solid understanding of the 
expectations. This will impact their overall writing process.

• Dissect the anchor paper with students when you first announce the assignment. Point out how the writing 
sample includes all the required components. You can also use this piece to define the overall length you 
expect students to achieve. 

• Caution! Be smarter than the students. Never show students a writing sample on the same topic you expect 
them to then write about. Students will simply regurgitate the same information in their pieces. Rather, show 
the same type of writing but on a different topic.  This is referred to as a parallel anchor paper.

• Weak examples can be as powerful as strong ones. Show students not-so-good writing, too. This helps students 
determine not only what they are striving for, but also what they want to avoid. 

Finding, saving, and swapping anchor papers.

• Identify your strongest writers right now. Begin making photocopies of their recent writings. Take their names 
off and swap among grade-level teachers and within your department. You can quickly build a pile of writing 
samples to use in future mini-lessons and when announcing new writing assignments. 

For more resources...

• Search the Internet for websites that offer free anchor papers. Use key words like anchor papers, student 
writings, writing samples, writing exemplars, benchmark papers, etc. These are all synonyms for anchor 
papers. NOTE: You can also search for content-specific writing samples using the same terms and a 
particular subject area (e.g., science anchor papers).

• Check out my favorite websites for anchor papers. Go to  www.SmekensEducation.com and type “anchor 
paper websites” within the search box.
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• There are also resources for sale that contain 
authentic student writing samples. Check 
out these three popular titles at www.
TheLiteracyStore.com.


